
Laws of leadership
1-Leadership ability determines  level of effectiveness
2-measure of leadership is influence
3- leadership develops over time
4-leader charts the course- not steers the ship
5- people listen to a real leader
6-trust is the foundation of leadership
7-people naturally follow people stronger than themselves
8-leaders evaluate everything from perspective of their leader position
9-who you are is who you attract
10-touch a heart before you ask for a hand
11-leader potential is determined by those closest
12-only secure leaders give power to others
13-it takes a leader to raise up a leader
14-people buy into the leader & then the vision
15-leaders find a way for the team to win
16-momentum is important
17-activity is not necessarily accomplishment
18-sacrifice is essential- give up to go & stay up
19-when to lead is as important as what to do & where to go
20-to multiply- lead leaders
21-leave a legacy- your lasting value is determined by your succession
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